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IMPORTANT NOTE FROM THE 
PLAYWRIGHT:

Small sections of dialogue in the play use words from the Dominican dialect. Other sections are 
written in broken English, Spanglish and Dominican-York; a more urban flavor that mixes 
English and the native Dominican Spanish (from Santo Domingo) with the Spanish of those who 
have been living in New York City for many years and have created their own vernacular. Many 
words are misspelled or truncated for rhythm and/or effect. This has been done on purpose and it 
is requested that no corrections be made. Specific words and/or sections are marked in italics. 

This denotes that their definition are found in the glossary component of the play. 

The "cibaeño" dominican dialect spoken by Nino and Jaston in the original Spanish has no direct 
English equivalent so their dialogue has been sprinkled with subtle hints of broken and/or 

improper English.

It is important to note that the set, particularly the apartment, is described in a natural and 
realistic manner however, depending on production demands, it can be represented in abstract 
form with the exception of: the painting, the portable bar, the record player, a small radio, the 
palm and the picture of the sacred heart of Jesus. Everything aforementioned must be shown as 

realistically as possible.
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They do not speak. They carry virgin words, making the old new. Morning knows them and 

awaits...

-Ellos - Manuel Del Cabral 

If silence, especially the self-imposed, returns and expands amongst us, we are lost. Irretrievably 

lost.

-Orlando Martínez

You know quite well, deep within you, that there is only a single magic, a single power, a single 
salvation... and that is called love. Well then, love your suffering. Do not resist it. Do not flee 

from it. It is only your aversion to it that hurts. Nothing else.

-Herman Hesse, German-Swiss poet, novelist and painter.

Let me tell you, at the risk of playing the fool, that the true revolutionary is guided by great 

sentiments of love.

-Che Guevara

Every prison has its window.

-Gilbert Gratiant
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BALAGUER HISTORICAL/POLITICAL 
TIMELINE STARTING FROM 1960:
 
- August 3rd, 1960: After years as his right hand man and confidant, Balaguer is sworn in and 

becomes Dominican dictator Rafael Leónidas Trujillo Molina's fourth puppet president.

- May 30th, 1961: After 30 years of dictatorship, Trujillo is assassinated. Immediately his son, 

Ramfis and Balaguer take total control of the government. 

- October, 1961: Dominican Republic was still sanctioned by the United States because of what 
had transpired with Trujillo. To keep  appearances that the country was on its way towards a 
democratic government, Balaguer announces elections and allows various parties to form. From 

this moment, parties such as the PRD and MPD flourish.

- October, 1961: Balaguer, in his efforts to lift the sanctions, gives a speech at the United Nations 
against the Trujillo regime. Many conditions were imposed by the United States to lift the 

sanctions including the removal of any ties to Trujillo.

- November, 1961: After capturing and killing all but two of Trujillo's murderers, and with 
increasing pressure from the American government and the Dominican people, Ramfis is forced 

to leave the country. It was the end of the Trujillo era.

- January, 1962: The United States lifts its sanctions.

- 1962: Protests against Balaguer at Independence Park turn to chaos resulting in several deaths 

and injuries.
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- March, 1962: With growing opposition, Balaguer is forced to seek refuge within the church, 
where he spends 47 days waiting for permission to leave the country. He leaves for Puerto Rico 

then heads to New York.

- December, 1962: Elections are held. Juan Bosch wins with over sixty percent of the votes.

- February, 1963: Bosch is sworn in as president. He becomes the first democratically elected 

president of the Dominican Republic.

- During these years the Dominican Republic experiences only seven months of true democracy, 
under the presidency of Juan Bosch. Once a military coup overthrows Bosch, the country begins 
a tumultuous period that becomes the Civil War of April 24th, 1965. Army officers rebel against 

the provisional junta to restore Bosch.

- Under the pretense of eliminating a supposed communist influence in the Caribbean, United 
States president Lyndon Johnson deploys 42,000 troops to defeat the rebellion and take control 

of the country. 

- 1966: The provisional government, headed by Héctor García Godoy, announces general 
elections. Balaguer takes advantage of this opportunity and, with his mother's illness as an 
excuse, requests permission to return from exile, which was granted. He forms the reformist 
party and enters the presidential race against Bosch, campaigning as a moderate conservative 
who is advocating gradual change. He quickly gains the support of the establishment and defeats 

Bosch, who made a rather quiet campaign for fear of any military reprisals.

- 1966-1978: Known as the twelve years of Balaguer. Balaguer found a country virtually vacant 
of democracy and human rights. He tried to appease the bitter survivors of the Trujillo regime 
and those of the 1965 civil war, but political assassinations continued during his administration. 
Balaguer ordered the construction of schools, hospitals, prisons, roads, and various important 
buildings. However, his administration soon developed its own authoritarian identity, despite 

constitutional guarantees. Political opponents were jailed and even killed. 
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- 1968: The Autonomous University of Santo Domingo (UASD) is singled out by political and 
military groups as a nest of anti-Balaguer propaganda. There were allegations of weapons being 

hidden by the university. Hundreds were arrested.

- 1969: The Autonomous University of Santo Domingo fights for the government to increase 
their monthly budget to 500,000 pesos. This became "The struggle for half a million." Protests 

against Balaguer increased.

- 1970 & 1974: Up against a divided opposition, Balaguer is easily reelected in 1970 and wins 

again in 1974 after changing the voting rules which led the opposition to boycott the elections.

- September 24th, 1970: Amin Abel Hasbun is brutally murdered by officers of Balaguer. 
Hasbun was one of the leaders in the opposition against Balaguer. Balaguer denies any 

involvement or responsibility in this act.

- 1971: Members of the armed forces form a group called "LA BANDA" (the band). This group 
is lead by one of Balaguer's police chiefs. They claim to be anti-communist and anti-terrorism 

and slaughter many in the name of democracy.

- October 7th, 1973: Members of the opposing parties unite to fight against Balaguer's 
government. In Santiago, thousands of people marched in protest. They demand the release of 

political prisoners, elimination of corruption and the end of the blackouts.

- May 16th, 1974: New elections are held. With little opposition, Balaguer wins his third term 

and immediately proposes a law prohibiting reelection for two consecutive periods.
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- 1978: Balaguer seeks a fourth term in office. However, at this time, inflation was rising, and the 
vast majority of people had gotten little benefit from the economic boom of the past decade. 
Balaguer faced off against Antonio Guzmán, a wealthy landowner of the Dominican 
Revolutionary Party. When the election results showed a clear trend in favor of Guzman, the 
army halted the counting of votes. However, amid protests and pressure from abroad, Guzmán 
handed Balaguer the first electoral defeat of his career. When Balaguer left office, it was the first 
time in the history of the Dominican Republic that a president peacefully handed the power over 

to an elected member of the opposition.

- 1982: Balaguer runs for president again. Salvador Jorge Blanco, of the PRD party defeats 
Balaguer, who two years earlier had merged his party with the Social Christian Revolutionary 

Party to form the Social Christian Reformist Party.

- 1986: After eight years of absence, Balaguer once again presents himself as a presidential 
candidate and takes advantage of a division within the PRD and an extremely unpopular austerity 
program to win the presidency. At the time, he was 80 years old and, because of years of 

glaucoma, was almost completely blind.

- 1990: Amid accusations of fraud, Balaguer is reelected, defeating his old foe Juan Bosch by 

only 22,000 votes out of 1.9 million cast.

- January, 1994: At almost 90 years of age, Balaguer decides to run for president once again. His 
most prominent opponent was Jose Francisco Peña Gomez of the PRD party. When results were 
shared, Balaguer was announced as the winner by only 30,000 votes. However, many PRD 
supporters showed up to vote only to find that their names were missing from lists. Peña Gomez 
denounced this as fraud and called for a general strike. Amidst doubts regarding the legitimacy 
of these elections, Balaguer agrees to hold new elections in 1996, in which he would not be a 
candidate. Balaguer decides to give full support to his vice-president, Jacinto Peynado, who ends 
up far from becoming president. Balaguer then lends his support to Leonel Fernandez of the 
Dominican Liberation Party in an unusual coalition with Bosch, his political enemy of more than 

30 years.
- 2000: Balaguer seeks an eighth term as president. He only takes in 23 percent of the votes, 
much lower than usual. On July 14th, 2002, Joaquín Balaguer dies of cardiac arrest at Domingo 

Abreu's clinic in Santo Domingo, at the age of 95 years.
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 CHARACTERS

NINO ANTONIO ORTÍZ - In his mid to late 40's or mid to late fifties. Born and raised in 
the Cibao region known as Juan Lopez in the Dominican Republic. He has spent most of his life 

in New York.  

SERGIO ANTONIO NINO ORTÍZ - Nino's son. In his early to mid twenties. A 
little chubby. Reserved and somewhat distant. Carries the responsibility of most 
things in the home, even caring for Nino. Although he has received some college 
education, he maintains some of the Dominican-York dialect and urban street 

flavor in his speech patterns.

DENNIS ORTÍZ - In his early to mid twenties. Younger brother to Sergio. Has a 
heavy stutter but is in no way shy. His energy is frantic and destructive but at the 
same time playful and loving. Irresponsible and sloppy. His passion is the streets. 

He speaks in a thick Dominican-York/urban dialect.

AURELIO ANTONIO ORTÍZ (Fello. Pronounced FeJo) - Nino's older brother. 

Rebellious and stubborn. He has received a formal college education.

DR. JOAQUÍN ANTONIO BALAGUER RICARDO - In his sixties. President 

of the Dominican Republic on various occasions. 

JASTON MARCELIN - Young, Haitian man. Charming and handsome. Has 

spent most of his life in Juan Lopez, Dominican Republic.
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GLOSSARY

SELECTED DOMINICAN & 
DOMINICAN-YORK TERMS:

ATÁJA: Yes! That's right!

AY, DIO MÍO: My God. 

B: Urban term used to refer to someone. Along the lines of "My boy" or "My 

friend". 

BACHATA: a Latino genre of music that originated in the Dominican Republic in 
the early parts of the 20th century with the European and African descendants in 

the country and spread to other parts of Latin America and Mediterranean Europe. 

BALAGUERISTA: Someone who supports Balaguer's ideas and practices. 

BARCELÓ: Ron Barceló is the name and brand of a variety of rums from the 
Dominican Republic. The word Barceló is a Catalan surname which later extended 
to the rest of Spain and its old territories beyond Europe in America, particularly 

the Caribbean and Asia.  

BÉL NONM: Means beautiful man in Haitian criole.

BOMBA: Bombs away!
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THE BRONX: One of five boroughs in New York City.

CABRONA: Fucker. 

CALIÉS: Term used to refer to secret agents during Trujillo's regime. The origin of 
the word is from the French "Cahier" which means notebook or note pad. So 

basically a spy taking notes to report back. 

CARAJO: Damn it!

EL CIBAO: A provincial region in the Dominican Republic.

THE CLOISTERS: A public park in the uptown area of Manhattan, NYC.

COÑO: Damn! Fuck! 

COÑO PERO ETA GENTE: Damn it with these people.

DID YOU CROSS YOURSELF?: The sign of the cross or blessing oneself or 
crossing oneself, is a ritual blessing made by members of many branches of 
Christianity. This blessing is made by the tracing of an upright cross across the 
body with the right hand, often accompanied by spoken or mental recitation of the 

trinitarian formula.

ESO: Right there!
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EL MALECÓN: A seafront road along the coastline of the Dominican Republic's 

capital, stretches from the Zona Colonial around the heart of Santo Domingo.

FLORIDA WATER: In Spanish also known as "Agua de florida." A cologne water 
used by shamans for cleansing, healing, ritual feeding and flowering. Components 

of the scent include citrus and herbal notes along with spice and floral undertones. 

FOGÓN: An outdoor, wood fire stove. 

FUÁ: An indication of action. Movement. Done!

GUAYABERA: A men's shirt typically distinguished by two vertical rows of 
closely sewn pleats that run the length of the front and back of the shirt. The shirt 

is typically worn untucked.

HERMANO: Brother. 

LAMBI: A conch stew. Typical of coastal regions of the Domincan Republic such 

as Samaná but also elsewhere. The base of the dish is conch meat.

LOCA: Crazy

LOCRITO: A Dominican take on the Spanish paella. Locrio is usually made with 

achiote.

MANTECAITO: Freshly baked roll of bread. 
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QUÉ LO QUE?: Dominican street slang for asking what's been going on? How are 

things? 

O & M: A university in the Dominican Republic with various campuses.

PA' FUERA: Get out!

PALM: From the Christian palm Sunday which falls on the Sunday before Easter. 
The feast commemorates Jesus' triumphal entry into Jerusalem. In many Christian 
churches, Palm Sunday includes a procession of the assembled worshipers carrying 
palms, representing the palm branches the crowd scattered in front of Jesus as he 
rode into Jerusalem. In Dominican culture one takes a piece of palm given during 
this day and shapes it in the form of a cross which is then placed in an area of the 

home for good luck and/or prayer. 

PINTAME: A merengue sung by Elvis Crespo. The word PINTAME means "paint 

me".

QUE TE HECHE PA' ALLÁ: I said get away!  

QUISQUEYA: A poetic nickname given to the Dominican Republic. The word 
derives from a native tongue of the Taino Indians and means, "Mother of all 

Lands".

RADIO GUARACHITA: Radio Guarachita was founded in 1964 in the Dominican 

Republic. It had national reach, and appealed to the rural audience of the country.
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THE RED ROOSTER: Nickname given to Balaguer. The red rooster is the symbol 
of the Christian Social Reform Party (PRSC) which was founded by Balaguer. The 

symbol is a rooster and a green machete. Its color is red.

SUM SUM SÚBELO PA''TRÁ: Pump up the volume!

TINA: A well.  

TRUJILLISMO: The philosophies and ideals practiced by former Dominican 

dictator, Trujillo.

UASD: Autonomous University Of Santo Domingo

VETE PA' ALLÁ: Move! Go away!

WEPA: Great! Fantastic!

YA: Enough!
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PLACE: 

-Manhattan (uptown), New York. A two-bedroom apartment in Washington 

Heights.

-Juan López, Dominican Republic. A humble, provincial home. 

TIME: 

Between the year 2004 and the years 1969-1970. 
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ACT 1

Silence. 

Darkness.

NINO ANTONIO ORTIZ appears in the shadows. He is 
in pajamas and slippers and pushes a portable bar.  He 
stations himself in a corner and lights up a cigarette.  

Lights.

A two-bedroom apartment is revealed.  

A dried-up piece of palm tree in the form of a cross 
adorns the upper part of the front door. Below it, a 
picture of the sacred heart of Jesus in plastic encasing. 

The kitchen is near the main entrance. There is a disorder 
of pots, pans, seasonings, boxes and on the dining table, a 
mountain of cassette tapes.

In the living room, a large window by an entertainment 
center stacked with LP’s and furniture encased in 
protective plastic gives view to a fire escape and main 
street. Everywhere is a disarray of clothes and various 
other articles. 

A large, Caribbean countryside painting figures 
prominently on a nearby wall. 

(It is important to note that the set, particularly the 
apartment, is described in a realistic manner however, 
depending on production concept, it can be represented 
in abstract form with the exception of: the painting, the 
portable bar, the record player, a small radio, the picture 
of the sacred heart of Jesus and the piece of palm. 
Everything aforementioned must be shown as 
realistically as possible.) 

NINO
So much silence...

Beat.



Nino opens the window. The sounds of uptown 
Manhattan pour in: Ambulances, fire sirens, music from 
speakers of passerby cars, children at play in the waters 
of a bursting fire hydrant...

Nino walks over to the record player and places one on 
the turntable: the song Sin Remedio (No Remedy) by Trío 
Los Panchos, plays. 

NINO
ATAJA! Now that’s what I’m talkin’ about! THAT is a GOD DAMN, 
MOTHERFUCKIN’ SONG!  COÑO!  

While he sings and dances, he grabs a green glass from 
the bar and prepares himself a Barceló on the rocks. 

¡Sin remedio! ¡Que ya no tengo remedio! ¡WEPA!
¡Pue ni arrancándome el aima, podré borrai tu pasión! 

SING IT, CARAJO!

¡Sin remedio, que ya no podré olvidaite! LET ‘EM HEAR YOU!
¡Poique te llevo en la sangre que mueve mi corazón!  

YOU KNOW IT!

No remedy! I have no remedy! 
Let my soul be ravaged, I won’t deny your passion. 
No remedy. I won’t soon forget! 
I carry you within the blood that breathes life into my soul! 

Nino approaches the window.

NINO
SEIGIO! SEIGIO! Come here for a sec. GET YOUR NALGAS OVER HERE! Come on 
up. I got some things I need you to go get.  NO! NOT LATER, CARAJO!  NOW! Christ 
with this damn kid...

Nino continues to enjoy the music. 

ESO! THERE YOU GO!
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¡Sin remedio!  ¡Sin ti no tengo remedio...!

SERGIO ANTONIO ORTIZ, a chubby (or extremely 
thin depending on casting) young man in his twenties, 
enters: disheveled manner, ragged jeans, untucked shirt, 
worn-out sneakers, loads of gel in his hair... He carries a 
folded piece of paper in his back pocket. He watches 
Nino for a moment then turns off the music.  

SERGIO
Hey, pop.

NINO
Who said you could turn off my music?

SERGIO
I said hey, pop.

NINO
You the one payin’ rent?

SERGIO
The whole neighborhood hears you screaming like a lunatic.

NINO
Well then let them hear. (Shouting out of the window) I’M CELEBRATING LIFE, GOD 
DAMN IT! 

SERGIO
Get out of there! You know the sun doesn’t do you any good.

NINO
Ay, please... A man who grew up in the countryside... EI CIBAO. Miles of fertile earth. 
Plátano trees and freshly killed game. Since when is a man like that allergic to the sun?

SERGIO
Remember the last time your skin got all-

NINO
You do the blessing?
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SERGIO
Come on, pop. Every time we go in and out this house we have to cross ourselves? This 
ain’t no church. We not even practicing Catholics. 

NINO
Says who? I read my bible. 

SERGIO
The Watchtower isn’t the bible. 

Nino smacks him across the back of the head.

NINO
Muchacho ei diablo!  Shut your damn mouth and cross yourself!

SERGIO
I told you to quit it with the hitting-

NINO
CROSS YOURSELF!

SERGIO
Alright!

NINO
In the name of the father, the son-

SERGIO
I got it.

Sergio half mumbles the prayer.

NINO
What are you muttering? Loud and clear! Sometimes them saints like to pretend they 
hard of hearing. 

SERGIO
What’s that smell?

NINO
A little somethin’ somethin’ I cooked. Grab yourself some.

SERGIO
I’m not hungry.
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NINO
Of course you not hungry.  Look at you.  Always eating garbage from the streets. As fat 
as a buffalo.

SERGIO
You take your blood pills?

NINO
Piece of shit pills...

SERGIO
Your problem.

NINO
I took ‘em. 

SERGIO
You have to take the rest in an hour. 

NINO
If I even remember.

SERGIO
You have to. What day you take what, the amount, what time...  I’m not gonna be here 
anymore. 

Sergio hands him a pillbox. 

SERGIO
Here...

NINO
Looks like a coffin for mice. 

SERGIO
This one’s for the blood pressure.  This one’s in case the blood pressure pills mess with 
the liver.  This one’s in case the liver pills mess with the stomach.  This one’s in case the 
stomach ones mess with your vision.  This one’s in case the vision ones mess with the 
lungs. And these three-

NINO
So your balls don’t fall off from so many God damn pills. 
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SERGIO
I’ll write everything down so you don’t forget. 

NINO
You leave tomorrow afternoon then?

SERGIO
Yeah.  After the...

NINO
After what?

SERGIO
Everything’s pretty much packed. 

NINO
You just dyin’ to get out of here, aren’t you?

SERGIO
A change of scenery is always good. 

NINO
Don’t you take anything of mine. 

SERGIO
I don’t want anything of yours. 

NINO
You haven’t even showed me this so-called apartment. 

SERGIO
It’s close to school. 

NINO
Okay, but where exactly?

SERGIO
Bedford Park. The Bronx. 

NINO
Christ almighty, muchacho.  That area ain’t nothin’ but black thugs and Dominican trash 
fresh off the boat. Pray you don’t get mugged or shot. All you hear in them news is 
someone over in that hole getting murdered every five minutes. 

SERGIO
I happen to like it. 
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NINO
Of course you like it. Just as stupid as your mother. 

SERGIO
Mom has a name.

NINO
What trains run by that joint?

SERGIO
The 4 and the D.

NINO
Mm... Pretty far from here. 

SERGIO
Far enough. 

NINO
Don’t be asking me for no money after you leave. 

SERGIO
I’m sharing the apartment with two other people. That and the part-time I have is plenty.

NINO
Part-time... Yeah, right. You’ll be back.

SERGIO
I won’t. 

NINO
Get me a drink.

SERGIO
Please.

NINO
What?

SERGIO
You want something, you say please. 

NINO
How about you please shut the hell up and get my drink!  Stupid idiot.  Move! 

Sergio prepares the drink. 
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NINO
And listen...  Just one cube, you got me? I don’t want a clear head.

Nino coughs and seems short of breath.

SERGIO
You alright?

NINO
What, I can’t breathe in my own house now? The drink. Where’s the ice? 

Sergio grabs an ice cube from the kitchen.

SERGIO
Did you finally get some sleep?

NINO
What are you talking about? 

SERGIO
You told me you were seeing things, remember?

NINO
I didn’t tell you I was seeing things. I’m not a psycho like your mother. 

SERGIO
Her name is Norma.

NINO
AB-NORMAL is more like it!  What I said was that I felt somethin’ strange.

Nino attempts to light a cigarette.

SERGIO
Your stomach hurting again?

NINO
Not that. It’s like... Somebody watchin’.

SERGIO
Who?

NINO
I swear with these piece of shit lighters... Not worth a piss.
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SERGIO
The doctor said you need to stop-

NINO
Here. See if you can fix it. 

Sergio shakes and flickers the lighter then attempts to 
light up Nino’s cigarette.

NINO
Oye pero watch it! You wanna burn off my jocico?

SERGIO
Seriously, pop.

Sergio lights up the cigarette.

SERGIO
Your pajama shirt is crooked. 

NINO
Crooked?

SERGIO
The buttons. Let me fix-

NINO
It’s fine. 

SERGIO
You’re cold. 

NINO
I’m good.

SERGIO
Like a block of ice-

NINO
Que te heche pa’ allá! Get away! 

Loud, hip hop music pours in from the streets.

NINO
Ah pue’.  Here we go with them black thugs and their gangster music.
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SERGIO
You play yours they play theirs. 

Nino leans over the window.

NINO
TURN THAT SHIT DOWN! THIS AIN’T ONE OF YOUR GOD DAMN AFRICAN 
JUNGLES!

SERGIO
Get out of there!

The music dissipates. 

NINO
Bunch of monkeys.

SERGIO
What is it you want me to buy so I can go and get it.

NINO
Buy?

SERGIO
You were yelling out the window for me to--

NINO
Oh. Right.

SERGIO
Why don’t you just let Dennis do it? That way he gets use to it. I’m not gonna be here-

NINO
Pack of Marlboros. Red box. And careful ‘cause last time you got the white.

SERGIO
I didn’t get the-

NINO
You got the white.

SERGIO
I got the white. 
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NINO
Here...

Nino grabs his wallet from his pajama pocket. 

SERGIO
You have your wallet in your PJ’s?

NINO
You know Dennis be taking my money. 

SERGIO
He takes it because you give it to him.  Bet you don’t even know where he is.

NINO
Of course... He’s looking into that GED thing. 

SERGIO
And you believe that? 

NINO
Mira: five, ten, twenty. And grab me a can of sardines in olive oil, a pack of Gilletes, two 
dollars worth of plátanos, some salchichón to make a locrito tomorrow, ya know? Oh, 
but the “campesino” brand, you got me? 

SERGIO
This isn’t enough to buy all that stuff. 

NINO 
Well then you put in the rest. Aren’t you all independent now with an apartment and a 
part-time job? 

SERGIO
Fine.

NINO
Come here. 

Nino hands Sergio more money. 

NINO
Bring back the change.
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SERGIO
Yes. 

NINO
And a receipt.

SERGIO
Right. 

NINO
And don’t you get anything from them Dominicans downstairs. Bunch of thieving hicks.

SERGIO
Okay.

NINO
OH! Get over to Yubeiki’s and put five bucks on a pair.  La bolita. 19... with 44. Maybe 
I’ll finally hit somethin’. I mean, shit, if the spirits are gonna show me numbers in 
dreams what the hell is the point of them coming out backwards, right?

SERGIO
You’re the one that keeps betting on them-

NINO
Run the numbers by me.

SERGIO
19 with 44.  Be right back-

NINO
What is that?

SERGIO
Hm? 

NINO
That thing sticking out of your pocket.

SERGIO
Oh... Nothing.

NINO
You better not be up to anything crooked.

SERGIO
I’m not Dennis.
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NINO
I asked you a question. 

SERGIO
My friend asked me to draw him.

NINO
Draw... So that’s why you wanna leave? So you can go back to that bullshit?

SERGIO
It was just something quick- 

NINO
Let’s see.

SERGIO
It’s nothing-

NINO
Let me see!

Nino snatches the paper from Sergio’s pocket.

NINO
This looks like Jesus Christ.

SERGIO
Come on-

NINO
You drawin’ boys that look like Jesus Christ? I don’t want no faggot kids, ya hear me?

SERGIO
Oh my God.

NINO
I told you there’s no future in this doodling crap.

Nino crushes the paper and throws it away. 

SERGIO
Don’t throw my stuff away.

NINO
It’s garbage. 
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SERGIO
I thought you liked art. 

NINO
Excuse me?

SERGIO
You’ve had that thing hanging up there for ages. 

NINO
That’s nothing. 

SERGIO
It’s a painting.

NINO
It’s somethin’ else.

SERGIO
What is it then?

NINO
When are you graduating with this so-called business degree?

SERGIO
I don’t know. I have core classes to finish. 

NINO
You need to speed it up.

SERGIO
Uh huh...

Nino smacks Sergio across the back of his head. 

NINO
Don’t “uh huh” me, you hear, coño?! Don’t you “uh huh” me!

SERGIO
Alright!

NINO
Piss me right the fuck off with that stupid “uh huh.” Sounding like a God damn caveman. 
You told me you were gonna stop with that faggot bullshit but I still see little pencils and 
scraps of paper scattered all over.  
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SERGIO
Jesus-

NINO
You wanna stay in that piece of shit job the rest of your life? Is that it? A collection 
agency? No benefits? Don’t you come knockin’ when you need somethin’.

SERGIO
I’m not gonna knock-

NINO
I already told you to find a nice gringa in school to help you out.  

SERGIO
Blond hair and blue eyes, right?

NINO
Damn straight! She can hook you up with a good job. 

SERGIO
Because only white girls can hook me up? 

NINO
Better than the trash you hang with now. Always pregnant. Breeding like fuckin’ 
hamsters. A baby in each arm and one bakin’ in the oven. Bunch of putas. Didn’t even 
finish high school. Can’t even read. 

SERGIO
You can barely read.

NINO
Listen, you son of a... I didn’t come from that piece of shit country to raise gangsters, you 
got me?

SERGIO
Uh huh- I mean yes.

NINO
Look at you. Hunched over. Slouched...  Pathetic. Don’t even carry yourself like a 
professional. Look at that face. Ay, dio’ mío, that face. Who’s gonna hire that death 
mask? 

SERGIO
You done?
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NINO
I’m just gettin’ started.

SERGIO
I’ll see you later- 

NINO
Don’t you take a step!

SERGIO
Man...

NINO
Dressed like a bum... Shirt undone, sneakers that look like two giant turds... And how 
many times have I told you to stop combing your hair like somebody took a piss on it. 
I’m surprised you don’t have it in an afro. Always hangin’ around those monkeys.   

SERGIO
They’re African American.

NINO
They’re black thug criminals.  All of ‘em.

SERGIO
What is your deal with black people? You black.

NINO
Mira, coño!  I have Spanish blood!

SERGIO
From who? Your fourth cousin twice removed?

NINO
You are really stretching the limits of my patience today, aren’t you?

SERGIO
God almighty-

NINO
What you should be doing is following in Julio Cesar’s footsteps.

SERGIO
Who?
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NINO
Your brother. Julio Cesar. What, you forget? May not be from the same mother but you 
still related. 

SERGIO
And when was the last time that person even called you?

NINO
“That person” knows how to do things right. He finished school. Graduated in three 
years.  Says he’s gonna be a teacher. And you... You over here doodling boys that look 
like Jesus Christ. 

SERGIO
Is he moving back from Texas?

NINO
I don’t know. 

SERGIO
He should.

NINO
What for?

SERGIO
Well, since he’s so good at doing things... Maybe he can help.

NINO
Help with what?

SERGIO
You didn’t tell him what was going on?

NINO
Nothing is going on.

Pause.

NINO
Hurry up before it gets late.

SERGIO
They called from the hospital last night. 
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NINO
Last night?

SERGIO
On my cell. I told them to call you directly but-

NINO
Idiots. That’s what they are.

SERGIO
It was late. You were sleeping.

NINO
Why did they call so late?

SERGIO
To talk about last week’s tests.

NINO
Milking me for every dime they can get. They can kiss my culo.

SERGIO
It’s not that. They want you to...

NINO
What?

SERGIO
You know...

NINO
Do I look like a mind reader?

SERGIO
They want you to go to the hospital in the morning to take that thing out of your stomach. 
Before it spreads. 

NINO
Spreads?

SERGIO
In your body.
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NINO
In my... 

SERGIO
Right. 

NINO
Tomorrow morning?

SERGIO
They caught it early enough and think if you-

NINO
So soon?

SERGIO
They wanna do surgery to see if-

NINO
Tomorrow morning?

SERGIO
If they can’t take it out-

NINO
Am I gonna die?

SERGIO
No no no. Let me explain-

NINO
What else did they say? 

SERGIO
They’re supposed to call back with a check-in time.

NINO
You tell me this now? 

SERGIO
I was waiting-

NINO
For what?
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SERGIO
To see if your disability got approved. They were supposed to call today-

NINO
Wait a minute, wait a minute... Disability? You told people at work I’m sick? 

SERGIO
You can’t keep cleaning offices-

NINO
I’m not sick.

SERGIO
Then what are you?

NINO
MOTHERFUCKER! DEATH IS NOT COMING INTO THIS HOUSE! ME CAGO EN 
LA PUTA MADRE!  

Nino hurls various things at Sergio. 

Pause.

SERGIO
I’m not cleaning up your mess. 

Sergio leaves. 

Balaguer roams within the shadows.

Pause.

NINO
Tomorrow morning...

BALAGUER (IN THE SHADOWS)
No tears... 

NINO
I’m not going to that hospital.

BALAGUER
No funerals. No prayers.

NINO
I ain’t going.
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BALAGUER
Better yet... Play music. Dance. As if nothing happened.

DOCTOR JOAQUÍN BALAGUER ANTONIO 
RICARDO appears dressed in his typical black suit, 
fedora hat and glasses. 

NINO
Jesus Christ.

BALAGUER
Not exactly.

NINO
Heavenly father. 

BALAGUER
Far from it. Doctor Joaquín Antonio Balaguer Ricardo.

NINO
The red rooster himself.

BALAGUER
I prefer poet. Advocate. President of our republic and the father of Dominican 
democracy. 

NINO
You been buried a long time.

BALAGUER
It’s getting cloudy. 

NINO
I’ll catch some light before-

Nino clutches at his stomach in pain.

BALAGUER
Your body can’t take it. Go at night.

NINO
The moon doesn’t warm the body. 
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BALAGUER
It leaves it cold. 

Balaguer turns on the radio/cassette player: static and 
voices that seem to come from afar. 

Radio Guarachita introduces Vinicio Franco’s Navidad 
Con Libertad (A Freedom Christmas). 

RADIO DJ
And on this glorious, almost departed year of 1969... At just months before the 
anticipated elections, we are pleased to present a song which carries the spirit of our 
beautiful Quisqueya within its potent words and beautiful melody: A Freedom Christmas. 
Navidad Con Libertad.

The song plays.

A cigarette is lit by an unseen presence. 

AURELIO “FELLO” ORTÍZ appears with cigarette in 
hand. 

AURELIO
Enough of that nonsense. Hey... You hard of hearing? 

Aurelio changes the station. He stops at one that plays 
Johann Sebastian Bach’s Brandenburg concerto No. 3 in 
G major, BWV 1048 - Allegro.

It is December, 1969. A humble home in Juan López, a 
province of Moca. This is a region in the Dominican 
Republic known as “El Cibao.” 

AURELIO
Now THAT is real music, little brother! 

NINO
Sounds like somebody torturing violins.

AURELIO
It was composed by Bach.

NINO
Behk?
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AURELIO
Baaach.

NINO
It was composed by a goat?

AURELIO
Classical music, ombe! Listen.... The mark of its rhythm. The beats in each movement. 
Years of hard work to create absolute perfection.

The vase in which the virtuous flower perished-

NINO
Oh God.  Here we go with the poetry recitals-

AURELIO
The vase in which the virtuous flower perished...!
a gentle gust of wind was its root.  
Swift was its stroke, nary a sound it made.  
Thus the dearest hand that touches our hearts,
opens a secret wound. It is then the flower of hope withers.

Beat.

NINO
Not a clue what you just said. 

AURELIO
French poet Sully Prudhomme. It means-

Nino shuts off the music.

NINO
You want some of the lambí I made?

AURELIO
You know I don’t eat that provincial garbage.

NINO
Just ‘cause you in college don’t mean your farts smell any rosier.  

AURELIO
How about some coffee?

NINO
I always burn it.
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AURELIO
Mamá’s shown you a thousand times and you still can’t figure it out?

NINO
That outdoor fogón thing is too confusing!

AURELIO
How does anybody even burn coffee?

NINO
Enough with the stupid coffee! Get over here. That disaster you call hair is all over the- 

AURELIO
Do I look like an infant? 

NINO
Pardon me, oh fragile one. 

AURELIO
Just grab me that comb.

NINO
You’re in a hurry.

AURELIO
Uh huh.

NINO
Where you goin’?

AURELIO
Pour me a drink. 

NINO
Don’t be getting back here late. 

AURELIO
Um hm...

NINO
That guayabera mamá got for you is really nice.

AURELIO
You can borrow it.
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NINO
No way. It’s yours.

AURELIO
Anything good that comes into this house, we share. 

NINO
Let’s take a look... Yep. Those are the pants!

AURELIO
You sure?

NINO
They go perfect with that shirt.

AURELIO
I’m switching.

NINO
Why?

AURELIO
You have questionable taste, Nino. Always dressed like you came out of some jungle. 

NINO
Oye, that head of yours is stuck way up your ass, you know that?

AURELIO
It costs nothing to have a little class.

NINO
But it certainly costs plenty to wear that shirt you got on.

AURELIO
“Dignity consists not in the possession of honors, but in the consciousness that one 
deserves them.”

NINO
Enough with the reciting.

AURELIO
Aristotle.

NINO
More like Aris-Nutbag.
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AURELIO
I’ll lend you the guayabera tomorrow. 

NINO
I told you I don’t want it. 

AURELIO
That way you impress the girlfriend.

NINO
What girlfriend? 

AURELIO
Aren’t you with that girl... What’s her name? The one with the big-

NINO
Her name’s Norma. And I’m not with her. We’re... ya know... Getting to know each 
other.

AURELIO
I think that’s great. Norma’s educated. Pretty. With big-

NINO
Fello!

AURELIO
Much better than that bumpkin you were with. What’s her name?  Tight? 

NINO
Her name is Luz!

AURELIO
How appropriate.

NINO
Hey!

AURELIO
Taking off to New York to be with those piece of shit Yankee gringos. I’m sure she’ll 
have a great old time. Anyway, whether its Norma or that Loser girl-

NINO
Luz!
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AURELIO
At least the weirdness with that Haitian is done.

NINO
Don’t start with Jaston.

AURELIO
Look at you. Right away on the defense. 

NINO
No defense. We’ve been friends since we were kids. 

AURELIO
That person is friend to no one.

NINO
You just don’t like that Jaston is a Balaguerista.

AURELIO
He’s a fool, that’s what he is. Conveniently forgetting that Balaguer and Trujillo are cast 
from the same mold.

NINO
Not true. Balaguer is very different than Trujillo. 

AURELIO
“When one allies oneself with the enemy, one also follows the practices of said enemy.” 

NINO
Let me guess... Juan Bosch, right?

AURELIO
PROFESSOR Juan Bosch. The one who’s going to-

NINO
Yeah, yeah. The one who’s gonna take back the presidency.

AURELIO
It’s going to happen!

NINO
He was overthrown in ‘63.
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AURELIO
By those nosy Americans! Accused of being a communist by Johnson’s people.  Can you 
believe such a- 

NINO
DO NOT start with the jodío politics! 

AURELIO
You just be careful with that waste of space. That’s all I’m saying. There’s been talk.

NINO
What talk?

AURELIO
If you’re with this Norma girl don’t worry yourself about it. 

NINO
Here’s your drink.

AURELIO
What’s this habit you’ve gotten into of giving me that glass?

NINO
It was papás. 

AURELIO
I’d like my drink in another, please. 

NINO
You are a pain in my ass, you know that? 

AURELIO
Hand me the belt.

NINO
You still haven’t told me where you’re going.

AURELIO
Around.

NINO
What’s “around”?

AURELIO
A meeting.
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NINO
What meeting?

AURELIO
Just a meeting.

NINO
O&M University?

AURELIO
No. 

NINO
You still hangin’ with that group of students from that UASD school?

AURELIO
What if I am?

NINO
What exactly are you up to?

AURELIO
You just said you didn’t want to hear about politics.

NINO
I asked you a question, Aurelio.

Aurelio grabs a small notebook and throws it over to 
Nino.

NINO
What’s this? 

AURELIO
Open it. 

NINO
All I see here is chicken scratch. You know I can hardly- I mean... these eyes of mine! I 
definitely need glasses.

AURELIO
They’re names. Look... Guido Gil: Disappeared. Senator Casimiro Castro: Attempt on 
his life. Commander Pichirilo: Assassinated. Orlando Mazarra: Assassinated. Luis Parris: 
Assassinated. This list alone has over a hundred. 
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NINO
Why do you carry all those names?

AURELIO
So they’re not forgotten. 

NINO
Careful, Fello-

AURELIO
Change is up to us. Each person in their own, respective country...

NINO
Papá put his trust in Trujillismo following those same ideas and look what happened to 
him.

AURELIO
...no foreign masters. Like the Cubans. 

NINO
Cubans?

AURELIO
A classless society. Far from governmental authority.

NINO
Listen, boy-

AURELIO
Don’t call me boy!

NINO
Then stop acting like one! There’s nothin’ for you in Cuba. That place is rotting in 
communism. 

AURELIO
Why is it that anything not immediately understood automatically classified as 
communism?

NINO
Just hurry and get back. We have to get to the store and help mamá. 

AURELIO
I’m sick of that damn store. 
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NINO
That “damn store” has given us plenty. 

AURELIO
What exactly do we have? Tin roofs and clay floors. The government takes everything 
and Balaguer just keeps buying out politicians. That son of a bitch Trujillo is murdered 
and another shark enters the waters. 

NINO
Give him a chance.  Balaguer is just getting started. 

AURELIO
A man who served over thirty years under Trujillo’s dictatorship is not just getting 
started. 

NINO
Well... they’re fixing roads. Building hospitals-

AURELIO
And that means the dictatorship is over? Every time you turn around they’re celebrating 
the inauguration of a traffic light or the opening of a new road.  Why do you think that 
is? That’s how they cover it up.  

NINO
Cover what up?

AURELIO
Dictatorships often hide under the wings of democracy. 

NINO
Mamá sent you to school to get a career. Not get mixed up with a bunch of political 
fanatics. 

AURELIO
You all wanted me to go to university. Well, there’s a cause brewing at university. 

NINO
Causes don’t pay electricity. Food. The clothes on your back.

AURELIO
But they sure as hell facilitate it.

NINO
Coño, Aurelio, stop! 
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AURELIO
How can you of all people ask me that? You saw papá! Bloody mouth. Eyes swollen 
shut. A father I barely remember because they left him dismembered on a street corner. 
Rotting until no one could stand the smell! And now the same little man that worked with 
that government is PRESIDENT! How quickly we forget. That’s why everything repeats.  

NINO
You’re a student. Not a politician. 

AURELIO
The more you learn the more you live in disappointment. Maybe that’s why there’s so 
many illiterates in this country. Perhaps it’s better to be deaf and blind. 

NINO
Don’t talk like that. 

AURELIO
Open your eyes, hermano! Look, if you want I’ll help you-

NINO
I don’t have time for that.

AURELIO
But you certainly have time to spend the rest of your life selling plátanos in a run down 
store. Giving your soul away to that piece of shit Balaguer- 

NINO
Shhh!

AURELIO
That traitor, murderer, puppet-

NINO
Careful they don’t hear!

AURELIO
So what if they do? Aren’t we in a supposed democracy?

NINO
Lower your voice-

AURELIO
The professor was right...
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NINO
Quiet- 

AURELIO
“Democracy is a luxury enjoyed only by the wealthy-”

NINO
SHUT UP!

AURELIO
YOU ARE NOT MY FATHER SO DON’T TELL ME WHAT TO DO!

NINO
YOU SHOW ME SOME RESPECT!

Pause.

Aurelio heads for the door.

NINO
Cross yourself!

AURELIO
I don’t believe in that bullshit anymore. 

Aurelio leaves. 

Nino hurries to the kitchen

BALAGUER
Where are you going?

NINO
To make coffee.

BALAGUER
In the middle of a memory?

NINO
It’s my memory and I can have coffee in it if I want to! You have a problem with that? 
You’ve probably never brewed.  Look... To get a really good brew of coffee first you boil 
a pot of water-
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BALAGUER
Running from your country yet brewing coffee exactly as rooted in the blood. 

NINO
You pour the coffee and stir with a clean, tin cup. Up and down... Simmer for a while 
then through the strainer... It has to be those strainers that look like they’re made out of a 
stocking, ya know? Not that metal junk.  Carefully sift it through... Sweeten to taste... 
Ready to go. Oh! Don’t forget the milk straight out of the cow and a warm, fresh 
mantecaito on the side to dip it in.  Goodness... It’s been so long.

BALAGUER
Remnants of a useless memory.

DENNIS ORTIZ, a young man in his twenties with a 
heavy stutter, enters chewing gum: pants falling half way 
down his waist, oversized shirt imprinted with a giant 
image of Pablo Escobar, unkept hair, tattoos, various 
body piercings... He grabs Nino in a strong embrace.

DENNIS
WEEEPA! M-MAKE WAY DOT COM! THE MASTER BLASTER IN DA HOUSE, 
YO! WADDUP, M-M-MY PAPACHI POPS? 

NINO
Get off me!

DENNIS
Damn... You m-mad cold.

NINO
I said off! 

DENNIS
L-Like a block of ice.

NINO
You cross yourself?

DENNIS
I don’t believe in that bullshit.

NINO
Show some respect.
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DENNIS
Gimme twenty bucks.

NINO
Twenty knocks upside your head is what I’m gonna give you.

DENNIS
My sweet little poopie papi cutie-

NINO
Coño, get out of my face!

DENNIS
Wassup?

NINO
You know I don’t like that clingy crap.

Dennis plays with the gum in his mouth. His words 
barely intelligible.

DENNIS
Who w-were you talkin’ to?

NINO
What?

DENNIS
I heard you talkin’ to somebody. 

NINO
Spit out that gum! Christ... Stuttering AND chewing gum? Can’t understand a lick of 
what you say.

Dennis throws the gum over to the trash, basketball style.

NINO
Don’t throw that- I swear with this boy-

DENNIS
Don’t call me boy.

Dennis takes off his shoes and throws them where they 
may land. 
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NINO
Hey... Over here. Hello? I’m talking to you! Pick those up. 

DENNIS
Laterz-

NINO
NOW!

DENNIS
Alright! Damn, kid. Chill with the barking.

NINO
What is this? What are you wearing? Pull up them pants! Showing everybody your 
underwear. 

DENNIS
That’s how we roll, B.

NINO
Stop calling me B! Do I look like I make honey?

DENNIS
No probs.

NINO
And take off that stupid shirt.  You know I can’t stand it. 

DENNIS
It’s P-Pablo Escobar, kid. The number one Don. 

NINO
The number one murderer is what he is. Now you flaunt it around as if it were fashion? 

DENNIS
Come on, pops. N-Now you gonna dictate what I can-

NINO
Off!

Dennis pulls off the shirt. Underneath he has a t-shirt.

DENNIS
Damn. Pain in my ass dot com.
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NINO
What was that?

Dennis bursts into a Bachata song and dance (something 
from the band Aventura, Romeo Santos or Prince Royce, 
for example).  

DENNIS
EPA!  Tinku tinku tinku tinku tinku...

NINO
Ete muchacho... Crazier than a one-eyed bird.

DENNIS
Oh yeah!  Mm mm mm!

NINO
Look at you. You look like an orangutan.

DENNIS
P-Party time dot com! Let’s jam it up, papi-

NINO
Get outta here!

DENNIS
WEEEEEPAAAA!  My-My-My-My Mac Daddy daddy, yo!

NINO
My-My-My...  What are you, the roadrunner?

DENNIS
Man, shut up.

NINO
Watch yourself.

Dennis continues to sing as he searches for something to 
eat in the kitchen.  Nino makes himself another drink. 

DENNIS
Yo, pops!
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NINO
Mm.

DENNIS
This fridge be like a swimmin’ pool. Ain’t nothin’ but water. 

NINO
Come and have some lambi.

DENNIS
Lamber who?

NINO
Lambi.  I made some right there.

DENNIS
The hell is that?

NINO
It’s like a seafood stew. 

DENNIS
Is it Dominican?

NINO
Yeah. 

DENNIS
F-First time I ever hear you mention it. 

NINO
It should still be warm.  Try some.

Nino uncovers the pot. 

DENNIS
UGH! Yo! Shit smells like open ass!

NINO
Qué e’ eso?  Dique open ass?  Try it and see, muchacho!

Nino gives Dennis a spoonful which he quickly spits out.

DENNIS
UGH! That shit taste like balls!
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NINO
And you’ve had balls to know what they taste like? I’ll make you a plate-

DENNIS
I said I d-d-don’t want that, yo!

NINO
You are somethin’ else.

DENNIS
Why you cookin’ all this stuff, anyway? I thought you c-c-couldn’t stand el patio? 

NINO
Patio? 

DENNIS
That’s what we call D.R. around the block. 

NINO
I never said I can’t stand my country.

DENNIS
Pss. Whatevz. Always c-complainin’ that electricity comes and goes. That you h-had to 
walk with uncle Fello to get water from a... Whatchu call that thing? 

NINO
A tina.

DENNIS
Right. But then you always drinkin’ Dominican rum and c-c-cookin’ Dominican food. 
And l-lookin’ at all them corny Dominican shows on cable t.v. So wassup?  

NINO
It’s not the country I can’t stand. It’s what’s in the country.

DENNIS
What’s over there?

NINO
Will you stop talking nonsense already?

DENNIS
Wh-Where is it we from? 

NINO
I just told you to stop!
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DENNIS
I wanna know!

NINO
I’ve said it a thousand times! 

DENNIS
Say it again!

NINO
Juan López. Ei Cibao. And there’s no WE. You are from right here. The United States. 

DENNIS
I wanna see the mother land. 

NINO
Oye al otro.

DENNIS
We should visit.

NINO
Spend my hard earned money in that backwards dump? I don’t think so. 

DENNIS
See? You c-can’t stand it.

NINO
You wanna go, get your own ticket and go. Or ask your psycho of a mother to get it. 

DENNIS
You a cheap ass, B.

NINO
Stop calling me bee!

DENNIS
Whatevz.

NINO
Where exactly were you?

DENNIS
W-W-W-W-
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NINO
Spit it out!

DENNIS
I get stuck!

NINO
Got that right. 

DENNIS
I w-was shootin’ hoops w-with my boy Max.

NINO
You mean you were at that park.

DENNIS
What’s your beef with the cloisters? 

NINO
You go there to smoke that mess. 

DENNIS
Ain’t n-nothin’ wrong with a little herb, pops. It’s mother nature.

NINO
Mother mierda is what it is. Remember what that probation officer told you. One more 
and you won’t get out. All them straight off the boat Dominicans are just a bunch of drug 
dealing thugs.

DENNIS
They my friends.

NINO
Those hicks are friends to no one. Get your shit together and grab your GED. Isn’t that 
what you told me you were doin’?

DENNIS
I got busy. 

NINO
With what? You don’t do nothin’. I sure as hell hit the jackpot with these two retards. 
Sergio hangin’ with black monkeys and you with Dominican thugs. Can barely wipe 
your own asses.  As stupid as your mother. 
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DENNIS
Don’t start with moms.

NINO
I’ll start with whoever the hell I feel like startin’! Why you always defend her?

DENNIS
She’s my moms, yo!

NINO
Oh really? Taking off and dumping you and Sergio like a sack of shit? That’s a mother?

DENNIS
It wa-wasn’t me and Sergio she dumped. 

NINO
Listen you piece of... Stop talking garbage and go clean the bathtub.  

DENNIS
You trippin’. Serge the one always be-be doing that. 

NINO
Not any more he ain’t.   

DENNIS
You really believe he bouncin’? He’ll be back. 

NINO
He says he won’t. 

DENNIS
Well then f-find somebody else to do things for you. 

NINO
Excuse me?

DENNIS
N-Not my fault you all sick. 

NINO
Ain’t nobody here sick you under-

Nino attempts to slap Dennis behind the head the same 
way he does with Sergio but Dennis blocks him. 
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DENNIS
Ey. Watch it. I ain’t Serge.

Dennis puts his shoes back on. 

NINO
Back to the streets.

DENNIS
Better than this joint. 

NINO
You just got here.

DENNIS
All you do is b-bark, man. That gets tired.  

NINO
Here...

Nino pulls the wallet out of his pajamas. 

DENNIS
What?

NINO
The twenty bucks you asked for. 

DENNIS
Oooooh! Mr. man hidin’ m-merchandise up in his pj’s. Little secrets dot com!

NINO
Take it. 

DENNIS
Gimme twenty more.

NINO
Get the hell out of here!

DENNIS
Sweet! 

Nino grabs his stomach.
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DENNIS
Wassup?

NINO
Nothing. 

DENNIS
Don’t look like nothin’.

NINO
This stomach of mine... Gets messed up every now and again.

DENNIS
You want me to get Sergio?

NINO
I’ll be fine. 

DENNIS
But I mean-

NINO
Sit for a minute. 

DENNIS
You gonna chill with the barking?

NINO
Sit down, boy.

DENNIS
Stop calling me boy.

Dennis collapses onto a chair like a little boy. 

NINO
Don’t throw yourself on the chair like that! 

DENNIS
See what I’m sayin’?

NINO
I’m not gonna let you destroy my house! 
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Dennis puts his feet up on the table. 

¡Bájame esa’ pata’ de la mesa! Down!

DENNIS
Yes, my captain!

NINO
Look at this... I told Sergio to go to the store over an hour ago and he still ain’t back. 

DENNIS
I saw him j-jet out of here. All serious and shit. Th-That’s why I came up. 

NINO
He tell you the hospital called last night?

DENNIS
No.  Something wrong?

NINO
You know... Same broken record.

DENNIS
G-Gimme the loot and I’ll get what you need. 

NINO
More like you’ll disappear. 

DENNIS
Serge ain’t the only one that kn-knows how to do stuff around here. 

NINO
It’s not that he knows how to do things, Dennis. It’s that he does them.

DENNIS
Then d-don’t let him leave.  

NINO
I can’t force him.

DENNIS
Tell him you don’t wa-want him to go. 
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NINO
You tell him.

DENNIS
Yeah. Okay.

NINO
You know if he’s drawing again?

DENNIS
F-Far as I know he stopped.

NINO
I saw him carrying around some chicken scratch.

DENNIS
Word? That’s dope.

NINO
Dope? 

DENNIS
He a badass with that stuff, man.

NINO
I’ve sacrificed way too much for him to make that bullshit a career.  

Loud thunder spreads through the apartment. 

DENNIS
Daaamn... B-Big storm cookin’. 

NINO
And you wanna be out on the streets.  I swear with this kid... 

DENNIS
Let’s hook up the crib, pops. Ease up the joint with a little noise.

NINO
Don’t.

DENNIS
Come on.  It be like a funeral up in this place. 
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NINO
There’s no funeral here.  

Dennis turns on the radio. A raggaeton song plays. He 
dances.  Nino turns it off. 

DENNIS
Wassup? You always b-blasting it anyway-

NINO
I don’t wanna hear it right now. 

DENNIS
Why not?

NINO
Because I don’t!

Dennis switches the radio back on. El Trío Los Panchos’ 
song, Sin Remedio, plays.

NINO
You hear what I said?

DENNIS
Yo.  That song is mad weird. 

NINO
TURN IT OFF!

Nino turns off the radio. Dennis vanishes within the 
shadows. 

BALAGUER
Beautiful melody. 

NINO
Get out.

BALAGUER
A spell...

NINO
No.
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BALAGUER
A conjuring...

JASTON, a handsome, Haitian man appears behind 
Balaguer. 

JASTON
Bèl nonm...

It is February, 1970 in the Dominican Republic. Two 
months after the last scene in Juan López.

JASTON
What’s wrong, boy? You look as spooked as a one-eyed bird. 

NINO
I was in another time.

JASTON
What?!

NINO
I mean... Its been so long.

JASTON
You waiting on the rain to wash me up?

NINO
Come in, Jaston.

JASTON
Lieutenant. 

NINO
What?

JASTON
Now I’m Second Lieutenant Jaston Marcelin. 

NINO
That was quick.

JASTON
You wanna see the march I lead?
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NINO
Not really-

Jaston demonstrates his march.

JASTON
One, two, one, two, HUT!

Beat.

NINO
That’s it?

JASTON
What do you mean is that it? Blood and sweat went into getting that privilege you see 
right there.

NINO
Great...  Congratulations. 

JASTON
Who would have thought it, right? Had this been Haiti I would have rotted. 

NINO
Nice uniform.

JASTON
Thank you. 

NINO
Fits you pretty well.

JASTON
It’s gonna fit even better when it’s filled with medals. You should join. I can put in a 
good word so they can place you in my unit. 

NINO
I don’t get involved in that kind of stuff.

JASTON
Your brother does. 

NINO
You hungry? You want some-
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JASTON
How’s everything?

NINO
Neither here nor there, as they say. 

JASTON
Oh! Hold on... So nobody talks.

Jaston does the sign of the trinity by the front door in an 
exaggerated manner. They laugh.

NINO
Happy new year.

JASTON
1970 arrived over a month ago. 

NINO
I know. I just... I hardly see you no more.

JASTON
Lately you the one always running from me.

NINO
Because you always with that military stuff. 

JASTON
You scared of it?

NINO
No. Should I be?

JASTON
You shut off the music. It was the song, right?

NINO
Didn’t even notice. 

Jaston sings in sotto. 

JASTON
Sin remedio. Que ya no tengo remedio. 
Pue ni arrancándome el aima, podré borrai tu pasión... 

Here.
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Jaston hands him a folded piece of paper. 

NINO
What’s this? 

JASTON
Open it and see, boy!

Nino unfolds the paper.

NINO
Is that me?

JASTON
Who else, bèl nonm?

NINO
It’s in pencil.

JASTON
I don’t have my tools anymore. 

NINO
Because you left school.

JASTON
To serve my country.

NINO
Your country.

JASTON
THIS is my country.

NINO
Right. 

JASTON
You like?

NINO
Um hm. 

JASTON
You still haven’t put up the big one I made. 
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NINO
I don’t want people to talk.

JASTON
Who’s gonna talk? That brother of yours? He needs to keep his mouth shut because they 
talking about him too.

NINO
What do you mean?

JASTON
The last few months he’s been spotted at O&M with a group from that UASD school. 

NINO
Probably just friends... You want some coffee?

JASTON
What, so you can burn it?

NINO
Ha ha. Very funny. We also have Barceló. I can make you-

JASTON
I don’t get you people. Up and down the streets protesting there’s no money for food but 
you certainly have it for rum. 

NINO
You want a drink or not?

JASTON
Only if you have one with me. 

NINO
You know I don’t drink. 

JASTON
Just one, bèl nonm. Come on...

NINO
I’ll go get some ice. 

JASTON
Forget that.

NINO
I know you like it on the rocks-
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JASTON
Straight up. No filters. 

Nino prepares and serves the drinks. Thunder strikes.

Damn... There’s a big storm cookin’. Open up the windows. Let some air in. 

NINO
Better if we keep them closed. Here’s your drink.

JASTON
Where’s yours?

NINO
Right here. 

JASTON
Isn’t that your father’s glass?

NINO
Yes.

JASTON
I thought you were gonna give it to Fello.

NINO
He doesn’t want it. 

JASTON
Ready? One, two- WAIT! 

NINO
What?

JASTON
Look me in the eyes.

NINO
Why?

JASTON
They say when you don’t look someone in the eyes during a toast it’s gonna be a looong 
time before you make love again. 
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NINO
You are so full of it. 

JASTON
I’m not taking any chances! Look me in the eyes, coño.  Cheers!

They shoot the drinks.

NINO
Ugh! Tastes like armpit! 

JASTON
Another one!

NINO
I’m done. 

Nino makes Jaston another drink. 

JASTON
Listen! The sound of rain falling on tin rooftops. Nothing better. In a little while the 
smell of earth will come right in. 

NINO
What’s with you?

JASTON
What do you mean?

NINO
You’re acting a little strange.

JASTON
Said the pot to the kettle.

NINO
I’m not the one talking about “rain falling on tin rooftops” and “the smell of earth”. 
Showing up with no notice-

JASTON
Now I have to notify?

NINO
Come on, Jaston. I know you. 
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Jaston shoots the second drink.

JASTON
That little UASD group has another protest planned in the city. You tell your brother it’s 
best he don’t show up.

NINO
He hasn’t said anything to me about that. 

JASTON
There’s been several meetings he’s been linked to and there are certain individuals 
following his thread. 

NINO
People like to gossip.

JASTON
I’m not talking about regular folk, Nino. 

NINO
You mean... Caliés?

JASTON
Don’t use that word. They’re informants. 

NINO
Those were Trujillo’s ways. We’re in a democracy now.  Fello has the right to protest if 
he wants to.  

JASTON
So then he is up to something.

NINO
I didn’t say that.

JASTON
Come here. 

NINO
Don’t start. 

JASTON
I said come here. 
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Jaston unbuttons his shirt. 

JASTON
Me wearing this uniform don’t change a thing.

Jaston sits on the floor.  He invites Nino to do the same. 

NINO
Your suit’s gonna get filthy. 

JASTON
All things filthy get cleaned up. 

NINO
Alright.

Nino sits with him.

JASTON
...Seems like yesterday we were flying kites: “There they go! The pretty white boy with 
the hideous Haitian.”  

NINO
I never saw it that way. 

JASTON
And you just loved playing cowboys and Indians, remember?

NINO
God, yes. 

Jaston pretends to shoot guns like a cowboy while Nino 
shouts like an Indian. 

JASTON
AHA! I GOT YOU! 

NINO
CATCH ME IF YOU CAN! 

JASTON
I’M GONNA LASSO YOU UP WITH MY ROPE!
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NINO
AND I’M GONNA STRIKE YOU DOWN WITH MY ARROW!

JASTON
OH NO!

NINO
FUA!

They laugh.

JASTON
You always wanted to be the Indian. 

NINO
You always liked to capture me. 

JASTON
And tie you up real good. 

NINO
Hey. Watch it. 

JASTON
Let me see your hand.

NINO
What for?

JASTON
They say if you have a perfect “M” written on the palm of your hand it means long life. 

NINO
You go a lot by what people say, don’t you?

JASTON
Let me see. Uh oh...

NINO
What?

JASTON
All I see here is a giant “X!”

They laugh. 
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NINO
Fool. 

JASTON (SINGS IN SOTTO)
Sin remedio. Sin ti no tengo remedio. 
Y aunque e’ veigüenza rogaite a que caime mi doloi. 

JASTON & NINO (LOUD)
Sin remedio he venido a suplicaite, 
y a decite que ‘toy loco sin remedio poi tu amoi! 

No remedy! Without you I have no remedy! 
And though it is shameful to beg for the soothing of my pain...  
I come to you pleading. 
My incessant love has no remedy! 

They laugh.

Nino lays back and rests his head on Jaston. 

Pause. 

Silence.

Nino reaches for Jaston’s arm. Then the other. They 
embrace. For a few moments they enjoy the rain crashing 
against the tin roof. 

JASTON
Sometimes that rain sounds like an orchestra.

NINO
Sometimes like a machine gun. 

JASTON
We’re safe here.

NINO
Cuddled up. Like little pigeons. 

Pause.

JASTON
I can protect Fello. 
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NINO
Really?

JASTON
But you have to tell me everything. 

NINO
Like what?

JASTON
Is it true he’s gotten mixed up with Cubans?

NINO
I don’t know anything about that.

JASTON
Nino... 

NINO
I really don’t.  Not exactly. 

JASTON
What do you mean “not exactly”?

NINO
Well... He hasn’t said much. He did mention some Cubans...

JASTON
And?

NINO
Apparently there’s a group getting together to do something. I don’t know... I’m scared. 

JASTON
Of what?

NINO
That he’s getting mixed up in all of that communist mess.

JASTON
Hm. I see. 

NINO
Jaston.
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JASTON
Yes?

NINO
Do you think this is the right government for us?

JASTON
What do you mean?

NINO
No more secrets and hiding.

JASTON
Of course.

NINO
Why do you follow Balaguer?

JASTON
What kind of question is that?

NINO
Just a question.

JASTON
Don’t you see all the good he’s doing? Building roads, remodeling the capital...

NINO
I know, but... Sometimes you show one thing and behind closed doors you’re another, 
don’t you think? 

JASTON
Take care you not catching any of your brother’s ideas.  

NINO
Fello says there’s backlash against anyone who resists. 

JASTON
You believe your brother’s ramblings? 

NINO
I don’t know what I believe anymore. I don’t get any of that political crap. 
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JASTON
Neither do I.

NINO
Then why join the military?

JASTON
You have to believe in something, Nino. The country doesn’t govern itself. And it 
certainly pays a hell of a lot better than that damn tobacco farm. 

NINO
You know Trujillo couldn’t stand Haitians.

JASTON
What does that have to do with anything?

NINO
Well... Balaguer worked closely with him and now-

JASTON
I am not from that backwards, piece of shit country! I’ve had my Dominican citizenship a 
long time now!

Jaston gets up. 

JASTON
It’s getting late. 

NINO
Wait until the rain eases up.

JASTON
A little water never hurt nobody. 

Nino buttons up Jaston’s shirt. 

NINO
Don’t be a stranger. There’s people that wanna see you.

JASTON
Alright. 

Beat.

Jaston heads for the door.
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NINO
Remember you promised to watch over Fello. 

JASTON
When was it the Mrs. put that palm up there?

NINO
I put it up, remember? After papá died. 

JASTON
Right. How does it work? You wish for something and it grants it?

NINO
You don’t wish. You pray.

JASTON
Isn’t that the same thing?

NINO
No.

JASTON
It’s dried up. Take it down. 

NINO
Not yet.

Jaston leaves. 

Nino clutches at his stomach. Dennis’ voice pierces 
through. 

DENNIS
Dad... YO, DAD!

NINO
Get my pills.

DENNIS
What are you- ? 

NINO
GET MY DAMN PILLS!

DENNIS
I don’t know where-
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NINO (TO BALAGUER)
What is it you want?

DENNIS
Who you talkin’ to? 

NINO
Stop hiding!

Nino collapses to the ground. 

DENNIS
WATCHU DOIN’?!

NINO
I’m bleeding.

DENNIS
You cut yourself?

NINO
Inside.

DENNIS
Where?

NINO
It’s coming out. 

DENNIS
I don’t see-

NINO
Take me to the bathroom.

DENNIS
Let me call Serge-

NINO
No.

DENNIS
He’s the one-

NINO
I SAID NO!
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DENNIS
I can’t-

NINO
IT HURTS!

DENNIS
OH SHIT!

NINO
GOD IT HURTS! 

DENNIS
I’m sorry, dad! I’m sorry! Let’s go let’s go!

NINO
OH GOD! GOD, I CAN’T! IT’S KILLING ME! IT HURTS! IT HURTS!

Dennis grabs Nino. They rush towards the bathroom. 

A torrent of rain and thunder. 

Balaguer shifts his attention towards the audience. He 
puts on his fedora hat and smiles.

Lights.

END OF ACT I
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ACT II

The sounds of Uptown Manhattan seep through torrents 
of rain and thunder: ambulances, fire truck sirens, cars 
passing by, children at play... 

Lights.

Dennis sits at the corner of the living room window. He 
looks out into the streets and chews gum. 

Sergio arrives carrying grocery bags. He does the sign of 
the trinity in front of the palm, puts the bags in the 
kitchen and grabs a few paper towels to dry up. 

SERGIO
Damn storm won’t let up.

DENNIS
I been c-callin’ you. L-Left a bunch of messages.

SERGIO
Take that gum out of your mouth so I can understand you.

Dennis spits the gum towards Sergio who immediately 
slaps him over the head. Nino style. 

Hell is wrong witchu you, kid? 

DENNIS
Shit went down with pops and I had to do everything!

SERGIO
So you spit at me? Psycho. I do a lot more than that every day. 

DENNIS
You the one supposed to be here. 

SERGIO
Well get use to it ‘cause I ain’t gonna be. Where is he? 

DENNIS
I dumped him on a street corner. Wh-Where the hell he gonna be?  In bed. Where were 
you?
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SERGIO
Getting the stuff he wanted. 

DENNIS
Your ass must have jetted to another planet.

SERGIO
Gimme a break, alright?

DENNIS
The look on his face, bro... 

SERGIO
What?

DENNIS
M-Mad blood wuz coming out of him. His own shit wuz coming out. 

SERGIO
It’s a... He has a cystic mass in his stomach.

DENNIS
Yo... Speak English, man. 

SERGIO
A tumor. 

DENNIS
Shit. Does he know?

SERGIO
Not how large it is. 

DENNIS
Damn...

SERGIO
We’re going to the hospital tomorrow to see if they can take it out. 

DENNIS
A tumor?

SERGIO
They don’t know when he’s gonna get out of there.
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DENNIS
Pop’s gonna die?

SERGIO
Don’t be so melodramatic. 

DENNIS
You even care, yo? Knowing all that and still p-planning to bounce? 

SERGIO
Who’s been with him all this time?

DENNIS
Alright, but-

SERGIO
Come with me tomorrow.

DENNIS
For what?

SERGIO
With both of us there it’ll be easier to get him to sign the paperwork for the surgery. That 
way you start getting use to everything.

DENNIS
You done lost your mind.

SERGIO
The whole time dad’s been sick all you’ve done is hang around the block with your boys.

DENNIS
And that m-means I ain’t helpin’? ‘Cause I ain’t here every day wiping his ass?

SERGIO
Whether you go with me or not it’s on you to take care of him.

DENNIS
You should stay. That way we both help.

SERGIO
Right. ‘Cause you’ve done so much with me here. 
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DENNIS
I’ll do it now. 

SERGIO
Yeah. Ok. 

DENNIS
I’m serious.

SERGIO
Forget it. It’s not like he wants to be helped anyway so...

DENNIS
What do you mean?

SERGIO
His body may be alive but I think he died a long time ago. 

DENNIS
Bro, don’t talk like that. 

SERGIO
There’s nothing in there, Dennis.  Why stay here taking all his bullshit?  

DENNIS
So then you dumpin’ him on me?

SERGIO
I don’t know, man.  I mean... Julio Cesar supposedly graduated. Maybe-

DENNIS
Who?

SERGIO
Our brother. 

DENNIS
The hell do I care about that clown?

SERGIO
We can talk to him.

DENNIS
About?
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SERGIO
See if he’ll stay in the city. He can help you with dad. 

DENNIS
You done cracked your skull, kid. That boy g-gone off to college and did wh-whatever 
the hell he want.  B-Before he would come by, when...? Weekends? If that. Now he don’t 
even come at all. He a half-brother, yo. E-Everything he do he do half way. 

SERGIO
Come with me tomorrow.

DENNIS
I don’t think so.

SERGIO
Then stop whining, get a job and bounce. 

DENNIS
M-Mad hard getting anything without a diploma, B. 

SERGIO
Didn’t you say you wanted to be a mechanic?

DENNIS
You gotta go to school for that too!

DENNIS
What exactly are you planning to do with yourself, Dennis? Hang around the block 
forever?

DENNIS
I don’t know... Guess I’m just stuck. 

SERGIO
Lazy and stupid is what you are. 

DENNIS
I g-g-get stuck, alright? Like a damn car. I got these ideas, ya know? They switch on 
right up in here. I put the key in the ignition but it d-don’t move forward, kid. 

SERGIO
Well, since you all “stuck” might as well stay here and take care of dad.

DENNIS
I can’t. 
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SERGIO
You can’t or you won’t?

Pause.

SERGIO
I gotta finish packing-

DENNIS
I n-never seen him like that, Serge. Dad use to be a badass. Now you see the pain right 
thru. 

Dennis pulls out a joint and lights up.

SERGIO
What are you doing?

DENNIS
A little somethin’ somethin’ to take off the edge. Wanna toke?

SERGIO
Dad’s in the other room. 

DENNIS
So? You the one showed me how to roll so d-don’t be actin’ all precious.

SERGIO
Aren’t you seeing that officer next week?

DENNIS
Easy to flush that shit out the system. Here. Loosen it up. 

SERGIO
No.

DENNIS
Come on.

SERGIO
I said no. 

DENNIS
Today’s your last day, big bro. You outta here. 

SERGIO
You guys acting like I’m moving to a different country. I’m just going to the Bronx.
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DENNIS
For those of us in Manhattan that’s another continent. 

SERGIO
Oh, please.

DENNIS
Have a little toke. J-Just a l-l-little tincy incy wincy bit. Come on, bro.

Beat.

SERGIO
Give it here.

DENNIS
Aww yeah!

SERGIO
Lower your voice!

During the following moments they take turns passing 
the joint. Slowly but surely they start to feel its effects. 

DENNIS
Yo, r-remember when we tried to light grandma’s bible on fire?

SERGIO
No.

DENNIS
Th-That shit would not light up, B! Grandma almost had a coronary. 

SERGIO
Then she starts chasing you up and down the apartment. Whipping your ass with a 
sausage.

DENNIS
Ahhh! You remember! 

SERGIO
“You’re the child of the devil!” FUA! 

DENNIS
“Pa’ fuera, Lucifer!” FUA!
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SERGIO
Whole damn house stunk like sausage.

They laugh. 

DENNIS
Your ass wuz b-beet red from laughin’ so much.

SERGIO
And then she decides to sprinkle that “Florida Water” on you.

DENNIS
Right. Like water from Miami gonna spook demons.

SERGIO
It’s not water from Miami, dumbass. It’s like holy water or some shit.

DENNIS
Ooooooh. Really?

Beat.

They laugh. 

DENNIS
Remember wh-when we use to stay up late and watch them dirty t.v. shows?

SERGIO
Channel J, bro! Midnight Blue and The Robyn Bird Show!

DENNIS
Tits and ass everywhere! And you always sent me to g-guard the hallway so mom and 
dad wouldn’t catch us. “Here they c-c-c-c-c-come! Hurry up! Ch-Ch-Ch-Change it! Ch-
Ch-Ch-Change it! 

SERGIO
By the time your stuttering ass finished we’d get caught!

They fall down laughing. Dennis walks over to the radio. 

DENNIS
Let’s get this party started.
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Dennis switches on the radio. Plays a fast merengue from 
the 80’s (along the lines of El Motor by Aramis Camilo). 

WEPA!

SERGIO
Dad’s gonna get up and kick your ass.  

DENNIS
Th-That’s what I’m talkin’ about. Monster jam dot com! Come on. L-Let’s do like them 
banda dancers. 

SERGIO
What are you doing?

DENNIS
This be how they dance. Check it out... WEPA!

With his hands and feet Dennis does exaggerated, cliché 
choreography typical of merengue bands from the 80’s. 

SERGIO
You a damn fool!

DENNIS
Come here. 

Sergio joins Dennis. They dance semi synchronized.

DENNIS
Okay. Slow... Slow...  BREAK IT DOWN! Sum sum súbelo pa’ atrá! 

Sergio loses it. 

SERGIO
Oh shit! That’s tight, yo!

DENNIS
Hold up...

Dennis turns up the volume.

SERGIO
Turn that down.
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DENNIS
Shhh! This be the m-music of our peeps, bro. All that’s missing is one of them girls with 
a donkey donk donk this big! 

SERGIO
And them super tight jeans. 

DENNIS
The bootie lifters!

SERGIO
What were the ones mom use to wear?

DENNIS/SERGIO
JOU JOU JEANS!

SERGIO
MAD DOPE! You dance nice and close...

DENNIS
Bang against her nice and hard, like this... Um uh um uh... 

SERGIO
There you go!

DENNIS
Wh-What’s that thing the boys in el patio be doin’ with their girls?

SERGIO
What are you talkin’ about?

DENNIS
That thing where they g-get on top and spin-

SERGIO
OH! You mean the bottle dance!

DENNIS
YEAH! DAS IT! Come on...

Dennis grabs the bottle of Barceló.

SERGIO
Careful.
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DENNIS
Seriously, dude. G-Get that damn stick out of your ass already!

Dennis places the bottle dead center. For a few moments 
he dances around the bottle, giving it all his energy and 
focus.  

SERGIO
WEPA!

DENNIS (TO THE BOTTLE)
HEY, BABY! Yeah... I’m talkin’ to you, mami!  You b-broke my heart but you still get 
me all CALIENTE! YOU AIN’T NOTHIN’ BUT A DICK KILLER!

SERGIO
DICK KILLER!

DENNIS
C-Come here and help me out...

SERGIO
Don’t break dad’s stuff.

Dennis gets on the tip top of the bottle. Sergio helps. 
They do various spins. 

DENNIS
EY! EY! EY! EY! WEPA! OOOOOOOOH SHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIT!!!!

They fall to the floor laughing.

SERGIO
I’m gonna piss my pants! 

DENNIS
Hold up...

Dennis lowers the music and yells out the window.

YUBELKYS! YO, YUBY! D-Damn, girl... You so hot I’ll eat you top to bottom! Shoes 
and erythang. Don’t care if I spend the whole month shitting clothes!

Sergio and Dennis high five each other and laugh.
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DENNIS
You do one.

SERGIO
I ain’t no damn pimp. 

DENNIS
YUBELKYS! SERGE SAYS IF YOU WH-WHAT HELL LOOK LIKE, LET THE 
DEVIL HIMSELF COME AND LICK HIS BALLS!

SERGIO
Stupid ass!  Get outta there!

Sergio pulls Dennis back in and turns off the music.  
They laugh.  

DENNIS
Man... Been a long time, Serge. 

SERGIO
Crazy bastard. 

DENNIS
D-Don’t be frontin’.  You love it.  You ain’t gonna find any of this over where you be 
goin’. 

SERGIO
Who knows... 

DENNIS
I don’t think so, bro. 

Dennis looks out the window. 

DENNIS
Check out that light pole. Our boys hangin’ the b-basketball hoop we made the other day 
out of a milk crate.  And there... A g-group of ladies primpin’ on top of a car: a 
p-pound of blush on their cheeks, another pound of lipstick on their bembas and black, 
licra pants slapped on real tight. There’s Trina: the one who sells all them M-Mexican 
bootleg movies: Vicente Fernandez, Lo’ Hermano Almada and that Libertad Lamarque 
chick. And look: The shop where you play dad’s bolita numbers d-disguised as an 
electronic store. Washington Heights, yo. Dominicanlandia dot com. Around this block 
we know who got shot, who got p-picked up and who got pregnant.  Everyone bouncin’: 
Julio Cesar, moms... even dad checked out. Our boys... they right there. They c-could 
give a fuck if we did this or that. 
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With them it’s just: “wassup?” or “qué lo que?” Das all there is, bro. I give m-my life for 
them motherfuckas down there. Stuck and erything b-b-but definite. Ours. 

Pause.

SERGIO (REFERRING TO THE 
CIGARETTE)

Finish it. 

Sergio tidies up.

DENNIS
Dad said you drawing again. 

SERGIO
I’m not.

DENNIS
You were a beast with your art, man. Your stuff c-could be in museums and shit.

SERGIO
Yeah, right.

DENNIS
B-Better than that thing hangin’ up there.

SERGIO
I don’t paint anything worth a dime, Dennis. 

Dennis walks towards the painting. 

DENNIS
Moms never liked that painting. 

SERGIO
Help me clean this up. 

DENNIS
I bet you c-could come up with something better. 

SERGIO
Listen, if you drink a liter of soda don’t just leave it on the floor. 
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DENNIS
How m-many times she ask dad about it and he never responded? 

SERGIO
Throw it away.

DENNIS
Exactly. 

Dennis grabs the painting and walks towards the window. 

SERGIO
Yo. Whatchu doin’? 

DENNIS
BOMBA!

Dennis throws the painting out the window.

SERGIO
WHAT THE FU-  YOU CRAZY?!

Nino enters. Balaguer directly behind him.

Dennis flicks the joint out the window. Sergio runs and 
removes the bottle of rum. 

NINO
What’s with all this yelling?  That’s exactly the kind of garbage you pick up hangin’ 
around all those black people.

DENNIS
PAPACHISIMO!

NINO
Lower your voice. 

DENNIS
Did we w-wake up our little papi chulo? Awww, my poor little-

NINO
Vete pa’ allá! Get away from me. 

DENNIS
Were you sleepy poopie? We gotta let our sleepy poopie-
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Dennis attempts to embrace Nino.

NINO
Enough with the grabbing!  What am I, a loaf of bread?

DENNIS
Just g-givin’ our little papi pooches a little love.

NINO
Papi pooches? I’ll show you some papi pooches. 

DENNIS
Gimme twenty bucks.

NINO
Twenty kicks up your ass is what I’m gonna give you. 

Loud, hip hop music returns from the street. 

Coño, pero eta gente...

SERGIO
Leave it alone, pop. 

Nino leans out the window. 

NINO
TURN DOWN THAT GOD DAMN MUSIC! THIS ISN’T ONE OF YOUR 
BROTHELS!

SERGIO
Get out of there!

NINO
What’s that smell?

Beat.

DENNIS
Probably from outside. 

NINO
You better not be smoking that stuff in my house.

DENNIS
Never, father dearest. I swear b-by that dried up piece of palm right there.
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NINO
Where’s the stuff I asked you to get?

SERGIO
In the kitchen with the receipt. 

NINO
And the change?

SERGIO
Here.

NINO
You grab the red box of Marlboro?

SERGIO
Yes. 

NINO
Played my numbers with Yubelkys?

SERGIO
Yes. 

Beat.

NINO
Where’s the painting that was up there?

Pause.

DENNIS
I took it down... To clean.

NINO
You? Cleaning?

DENNIS
Dirt don’t discriminate, pop. 

NINO
Where is it?

DENNIS
The dirt?
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NINO
The painting, boy! 

DENNIS
Stop calling me boy. 

SERGIO
It’s in our bedroom. 

NINO
Put it back.

SERGIO
After we clean-

NINO
Now. 

DENNIS
What’s the rush?

NINO
You do something to it?

DENNIS
Oh my God. Now he’s deaf. 

Nino grabs Dennis by the arm.

NINO
You only think about yourself

DENNIS
Yo... this dude trippin’?

SERGIO
Let’s go and lay you down, pop. 

NINO
Get my painting!

DENNIS
Wassup witchu? Get off!
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NINO
You’re a waste.

DENNIS
And you sick. 

Nino strikes Dennis. 

Dennis grabs Nino and throws him against the wall. 

SERGIO
GET OFF HIM!

DENNIS
YOU WANNA BE A BIG MAN?! COME 
ON!

SERGIO
GET OFF! 

Dennis lets Nino go and pushes Sergio. 

DENNIS
THAT’S WHY MOMS LEFT YOUR SORRY ASS! FUCKIN’ PSYCHO!

NINO
Worthless-

DENNIS
A SAINT IS WHAT SHE IS FOR TAKING ALL YOUR SHIT!

NINO
DUMPING YOU BOTH LIKE TRASH? THAT’S WHAT YOU CALL A SAINT? 

SERGIO
ALRIGHT!

NINO
MAYBE YOU BOTH SHOULD HAVE LEFT WITH HER! WOULD HAVE DONE 
ME A BIG FAVOR!

DENNIS
M-MUCH BETTER THAN THIS LOONEY BIN!
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NINO
OH REALLY? IS THAT CABRONA GONNA BUY YOU THE EXPENSIVE SPORTS 
COAT? THE BRAND SNEAKERS? THE FANCY ELECTRONICS? I GAVE 
EVERYTHING TO YOUR SORRY ASS AND THAT STUPID BITCH!

DENNIS
DON’T CALL HER THAT!

NINO
THAT’S WHAT SHE IS! A Worthless... fucking... cunt. 

Dennis lunges towards Nino but Sergio blocks him. 

SERGIO
STOP IT!

NINO
SHE NEVER LACKED FOR ANYTHING IN THIS HOUSE! I EVEN BROUGHT 
HER ENTIRE IGNORANT FAMILY OVER FROM THAT HICK TOWN OF HERS!

SERGIO
POP-

NINO
CLEANING OFFICES DAY AND NIGHT IN THAT GOD DAMN BUILDING... FOR 
WHAT?  GET THE FUCK OUT OF MY HOUSE!  PA’ FUERA!  GO AND LIVE 
WITH THAT PIECE OF SHIT MOTHER OF YOURS! 

Nino pushes him. Dennis runs right at him. 

DENNIS
YOU AIN’T NOTHIN’ BUT A CORPSE!

Sergio separates them.

SERGIO
THAT’S ENOUGH! 

NINO
WHAT?! YOU GONNA KILL ME?! YOU?

DENNIS
I DON’T GOTTA KILL YOU! THEY G-GONNA DO THAT AT THE HOSPITAL! 
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SERGIO
DENNIS!

DENNIS
HAVEN’T YOU HEARD? THEY GONNA SLICE YOUR ASS OPEN FROM HEAD 
TO TOE! 

SERGIO
SHUT UP!

DENNIS
YOU SICK!

SERGIO
QUIET!

DENNIS
YOU SICK AND YOU GONNA DIE!

NINO
MOTHERFUCKER!

Nino grabs Dennis. 

GIVE ME MY PAINTING!

DENNIS
Get him off me!

NINO
GIVE IT BACK!

DENNIS
GET THE FUCK OFF!

Dennis gives Nino a violent shove and he falls to the 
floor. 

NINO
OH GOD!

SERGIO
YOU LOST YOUR DAMN MIND?!

DENNIS
DON’T BE PUSHING ME!
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SERGIO
WATCHU GONNA DO?

DENNIS
Get outta my face...

SERGIO
WHAT?!

DENNIS
GET OUTTA MY FACE!

NINO
GIVE ME MY PAINTING!

DENNIS
THE FUCK IS YOUR DEAL WITH THAT FUCKING PAINTING?!

NINO
IT’S MY CROSS!

Pause. 

Silence.

SERGIO
Pop, what are you talking- ?

NINO
MINE!  IT’S MINE, GOD DAMN IT! MY CROSS!  I carry it. 

Aurelio rushes in and grabs a bag of clothes. We are back 
to 1970.

AURELIO 
You talk to anybody?

NINO
Look at you. Soaking wet! You didn’t go to the store yesterday. Mamá’s going crazy. 

AURELIO 
Did you talk to anyone? About what I mentioned a while back. Regarding Cuba.

NINO
I mean... Jaston stopped by- 
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AURELIO 
Didn’t I tell you to be careful with that clown?

NINO
Where you goin’ with those clothes?

AURELIO
Tell mamá I’m fine. 

NINO
Are you protesting with those people from the UASD?

AURELIO
Don’t worry about it.

NINO
Jaston said for you not to go there. 

AURELIO
The hell do I care what that Haitian trash has to say?! Trying to bark orders in a country 
that’s not even his. 

NINO
Don’t talk like that.

AURELIO
You want me to stay here like a coward and do nothing? Like you? Do you know what 
Balaguer is up to now? Continuism. Automatically re-elected. Sound familiar?

NINO
It’s not like Trujillo.  He said he was against that.

AURELIO
We kick the man out and let him right back in. The government isn’t the problem.  We’re 
the problem. 

NINO
What are you talking- ?

AURELIO
Bunch of illiterates-

NINO
Fello!
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AURELIO
Buying into everything that’s being fed to you. 

NINO
Wait-

AURELIO
I have to go-

NINO
Mamá wants to send us to New York!  She’s lookin’ into the visas.

AURELIO
Who the hell told her I want to go to that pigpen?

NINO
She doesn’t want what happened to papá to happen to you.

AURELIO
Papá was a coward and a drunk!

NINO
She wants us to leave quickly-

AURELIO
To earn low wages and work like dogs in a country that’s not even ours?

NINO
Just for a short time-

AURELIO
DON’T YOU GET IT?!

NINO
Lower your voice-

AURELIO
I’m not going with those Yankee sons of bitches! 

NINO
Just until things settle down-
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AURELIO
I AM THE THING, NINO! I DON’T WANT THEM TO SETTLE DOWN! YOU 
KNOW WHAT THE WORD CIBAO MEANS IN TAINO? REGION ABUNDANT 
WITH ROCKS. THIS ONE YOU SEE RIGHT HERE IS A GOD DAMN ROCK! I’M 
GOING TO STOMP SO HARD THE EARTH WILL TREMBLE AND SWALLOW 
THEM UP WHOLE!

NINO
We can leave together...

AURELIO
WE’RE JUST GETTING STARTED-

NINO
If not New York then Puerto Rico or maybe...

AURELIO
THE FUTURE IS OURS IF WE FIGHT THE PRESENT-

NINO
IT’S NOT YOUR FIGHT!

Pause.

AURELIO
Take care of mamá. 

Aurelio embraces Nino and leaves. 

Balaguer approaches. 

NINO
They say after Fello was murdered they took out his eyes and tongue and threw his body 
to the sharks in El Malecón. I went back to that place a million times. Sometimes the 
waves would rise so high I could see the sharks and fish slam against the rocks. I prayed 
any part of Fello’s body would hit one of those rocks. An arm, a hand, a foot... Just to 
have something to identify him with, ya know? Give him a proper burial.  It’s a miracle 
they let us have a service at all. But no crying. If they saw anybody cry they assumed you 
were in on it and threw you in jail.  When we wept we turned the radio up so loud it 
spread through the entire neighborhood. Everyone thought we were having a party. The 
merengues and bachatas only drowned out our cries. 
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BALAGUER
Dictatorships of the heart are... distractions. They have confused and destroyed from the 
greatest of poets to the most virile of generals and, more than anything, the most 
provincial of peoples.

NINO
And what of politics?  Hasn’t it done the same?

Jaston appears within the shadows. 

Juan López, 1970. Early evening.

JASTON
This morning. 

NINO
Where?

JASTON
The protest.

NINO
Who told them about Fello?

JASTON
They’re gonna ask questions but they won’t take you away. 

NINO
How did they kill him?

JASTON
Are you listening?

NINO
How?

JASTON
He was with that UASD group. Playing the hero. They had to... There were lots of 
gunshots and confusion...

NINO
Did you shoot?

JASTON
I protected myself. 
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NINO
Oh my God.

JASTON
What did you expect? 

NINO
Did he see you?

JASTON
What?

NINO
Did he see your face?

JASTON
Yes. 

NINO
Then you were close. 

JASTON
Listen... You can’t see the body until they’re done with the investigation. 

NINO
Where did your bullets hit?

JASTON
I told you-

NINO
YOUR BULLETS! WHERE DID YOURS HIT?

JASTON
His head. 

NINO
Oh my God...

JASTON
You didn’t listen-

NINO
That day you came and had the drink... Did you really come to see me? Or were you just 
playing calié? Fishing for information?
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JASTON
I gave my word that you knew nothing. You know why? Because of you!

NINO
You want my gratitude? 

JASTON
HE GOT HIMSELF INTO THIS MESS! 

NINO
What about this mess right here? Who got into that? What if I go and have a little chat 
with that clan of assassins-

Jaston grabs Nino with brutal force. 

JASTON
YOU WON’T EVEN MAKE IT HALF WAY!

NINO
GET OFF!

JASTON
DON’T MESS WITH ME!

NINO
YOU FAGGOT!

Jaston slams Nino against the wall. 

JASTON
WHO THE HELL DO YOU THINK YOU ARE?! IGNORANT PIECE OF SHIT! THIS 
IS A MAN YOU TALKING TO RIGHT HERE! A TOP CLASS LIEUTENANT! I 
DON’T TAKE THAT BULLSHIT FROM THOSE BASTARDS OUT THERE MUCH 
LESS FROM YOU! 

NINO
People aren’t leaving the country out of necessity, Jaston. It’s disgust. The soil here is 
rancid! 

JASTON
THEN LET THEM LEAVE!  BUNCH OF INGRATES!

NINO
WHAT AM I SUPPOSED TO TELL MAMÁ NOW?    
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JASTON
You’re not listening. I’ll come back later-

NINO
You don’t set foot in this house again. You come back and you either fill me up with 
bullets or be ready to fight like dogs until one of us bleeds out.

Pause. 

JASTON
They’re gonna put a car in front of the house for a while. The headlights will shine all 
night. Go to bed early and be ready in case you have to run. No tears. No funerals. No 
prayers. Better yet, play music. Dance. As if nothing happened.

NINO
You know the large painting you gave me? The one that’s put away? I’m gonna hang it. 
Here and every place I live.  I’m gonna carry it... like a cross.

Jaston heads out.

JASTON
That palm needs to come down. There’s nothin’ left of it. 

Jaston disappears within the shadows. 

Nino addresses the boys.

NINO
The painting that was there... Jaston gave it to me. He wanted me to hang it for everyone 
to see. I hid it. Real well. 

Pause.

SERGIO
Who’s Jaston?

NINO
A man.

SERGIO
What man?

Beat.
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NINO
The one I loved.

Pause.

Silence.

DENNIS
Whatchu you sayin’?

NINO
I can’t stand it.

DENNIS
You were with...? Hold up a sec-

NINO
It’s killing me.

DENNIS
So then you...? 

NINO
That’s what you do over there. Whatever you don’t understand... You hide. You bury it. 
Way deep.  ‘Til you can’t stand the pain.

DENNIS
What about moms? Julio Cesar’s moms? 

SERGIO
What about us? 

NINO
You...? You’re my children.

SERGIO
You seem to forget.

NINO
Everything gets mixed up in this head of mine-
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SERGIO
THEN UN-MIX IT! UN-MIX IT IN THAT HEAD OF YOURS! WHAT ARE YOU? 
TALK! OPEN THAT DAMN MOUTH! WHAT KIND OF PIECE OF SHIT ARE 
YOU? GOD DAMN IT! 

Sergio heads to the bedroom. 

Pause.

DENNIS
I don’t- I mean... I... Fuck. Okay. Um... Okay. Yeah.

Dennis leaves.

Pause.

Silence.

Balaguer approaches.

NINO
This mess...

BALAGUER
All things filthy get cleaned up.

NINO
Those glasses you have on don’t help your vision. They’re binoculars. Focusing in and 
out of whatever is most convenient. 

BALAGUER
Do you see your reflection in them?

NINO
I’m not like you. 

BALAGUER
Look closer.

NINO
Thirty years as Trujillo’s right hand man. Writing and correcting speeches so that dictator 
could vomit them over the nation. Twenty more with your mouth full of democracy in 
front of house, promise of a better future in the living room and in the backyard everyone 
drowning in a river of fear and death. You’re all married to your filthy politics. PRD, 
PRSC, MPD... So many damn letters and even more dead bodies piled on top of them.  
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The ones left buried are the ones left alive! The milk man, the farmer... We don’t 
understand any of it. 

BALAGUER
Do not confuse ineptitude with diplomatic blindness. The presence of the good amongst 
the bad or amongst the worst is necessary in order to prevent the repetition of what they 
have caused.

Pause.

Dennis enters. Ruined painting in tow. He places it on a 
table and takes a step back.

Silence.

Sergio comes out of the room.

Pause.

NINO
...That smear of green... Hills and valleys. Jaston would climb up those trees to pick 
coconuts and soursops... He was quick. I’d run from one end to the other screaming and 
trying to catch everything he threw: “Wait a minute, boy! Let me catch up!”  Then we’d 
fly our kites... Always in the morning because: “That’s when we get the best wind, bél 
nonm. We can spend hours up in the clouds.” The afternoon was for playing cowboys 
and Indians and at night straight to the Paimai river for a cold dip. I loved watching that 
boy under the light of the moon... His black skin shined like a thousand stars. 

Pause.

SERGIO
You still love him? 

Silence.

SERGIO
Do you still love him, pop?

Pause.

NINO
I can’t get him out.  So many damn pills and everything in me rots I love him so much. 
Ain’t that somethin’?  I know you’re embarrassed-
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SERGIO
Relieved.

NINO
Relieved?

SERGIO
Only thing we ever got from you were screams. Beatings. I thought we did something. 
Then I realized we ain’t done jack. This man... he’s dead. I thought my pop died a long 
time ago. But look at this... You most definitely alive. All that other stuff... I’ll accept it, I 
won’t accept it... I don’t even know. But dad, that smile I just saw... that you loved 
somebody so much... With so much love. That you have the CAPACITY. That’s... relief.  

Pause.

Silence.

Silence.

Nino puts the painting away.

NINO
What time we leave tomorrow? 

DENNIS
Where?

NINO
The hospital. 

SERGIO
They said... be there around nine but I mean... Are you- ?

NINO
We’ll leave around eight. 

SERGIO
Dad... They’re gonna do surgery to get that thing out of your stomach but they don’t 
know-

NINO
Make sure and wake me up.

DENNIS
I’m coming with. I’ll get you up.
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NINO
You sure?

Pause.

A few moments go by in silence. 

Dennis grabs pencil and paper. 

DENNIS
Ey yo, Serge. 

SERGIO
Mm.

DENNIS
Draw me.

SERGIO
Here we go with this dude...

DENNIS
Come on, man. M-Make a new one so we can hang it up there. Here... I am your MASS!

SERGIO
The word is muse!

DENNIS
Please, bro. J-Just like that song: “PINTAME!”

SERGIO
I don’t think so. 

NINO
Go ahead. See what comes out. 

DENNIS
M-Maybe you the next HIBACHI! 

SERGIO
Who?

DENNIS
Hibachi! Isn’t that the dude’s name?
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SERGIO
You mean DAVINCI!

DENNIS
Whatevz. Just draw. 

Dennis strikes a ridiculous pose.

SERGIO
What are you doing?

DENNIS
Modeling.

SERGIO
For a crack house?

DENNIS
Don’t be ignorant dot com, yo. This here be HIGH. FASCIST. COTTON.

SERGIO
High fascist cotton? What the hell is that? 

DENNIS
Ya know. V-Very couscous, dahling. High end and shit!

SERGIO
It’s called high fashion couture! I swear with this fool...

DENNIS
You gonna draw or what?

Beat.

SERGIO
Alright.

DENNIS
Gimme twenty bucks.

SERGIO
Get the hell outta here!

DENNIS
What? G-Gotta charge top dollah for this Magna Cum Laurie merchandise you got up in 
here. 
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SERGIO
Man, shut up.

DENNIS
You shut up. 

NINO
Enough with the shut ups! 

DENNIS
Yo, pops! Check it out. Rain stopped. L-Let’s chill on the firescape.

SERGIO
The sun’s not good for him.

NINO
A little light never hurt nobody. Come on. Finish up outside. 

Balaguer’s presence halts Nino. 

NINO
I’ll be there in a minute. Gotta finish cleaning up this mess. 

Sergio and Dennis climb out to the fire escape. 

BALAGUER
Tomorrow morning... 

NINO
The day you died they say the whole country gathered by your bedside.

BALAGUER
It’s getting dark- 

NINO
Prayer after prayer... 

BALAGUER
Not much light-

NINO
Hands thumping against chests. Rosary after rosary after rosary...

BALAGUER
Like a thousand beehives they sounded. 
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NINO
Yet you had no intention of leaving.

BALAGUER
Behind the crowd, a woman appeared. Tall. Dark hair... No face. No defining features. 
She sat at the corner of my bed and pressed her fingers against my temple. My soul ached 
with her words: “Those who cast aspersions. Those who idolize you. Those who clamor 
for your sainthood and those begging for your hell. Those who conceal you... They give 
eternal life to your death.”

Beat.

NINO
No more. 

Nino heads towards the window leaving Balaguer alone.

Beat.

BALAGUER
So much silence...

Balaguer disappears within the shadows. 

The boys help Nino join them on the fire escape. 

SERGIO
Careful...

DENNIS
Damn, pops! Your h-hands are on fire!

SERGIO
For real.

NINO
Your father’s a blazin’ comet!

DENNIS
WEPA! So wassup, Serge? You g-gonna draw or what?

Nino sings in sotto while Sergio draws.

NINO
Sin remedio. Que ya no tengo remedio...
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DENNIS
Hold up hold up. Yo, I thought you said you a comet? SING THAT SHIT!

Nino sings at full volume.

NINO
¡SIN REMEDIO! ¡SIN TÍ NO TENGO REMEDIO!
¡Y AUNQUE E' VEIGÜENZA ROGAITE A QUE CAIME MI DOLOI!

DENNIS
¡EPA!

NINO
¡SIN REMEDIO, HE VENIDO A SUPLICAITE,
Y A DECITE QUE 'TOY LOCO SIN REMEDIO POI TU AMOI!

No remedy! Without you I have no remedy! 
And though it is shameful to beg for the soothing of my pain...  
I come to you pleading. 
My incessant love has no remedy! 

DENNIS
THAT’S WHAT I’M TALKIN’ ABOUT!

SERGIO
Pop, look...  

DENNIS
Oh, man.  The sky is maaad orange.

SERGIO
The last rays. 

NINO
Yes... Beautiful.

Lights fade on the fire escape as they enjoy the last rays 
of the sun. 

END OF PLAY
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